FUND OUR LIBRARIES

MILLENNIUM FOR ALL

Millennium4All
Two Years (+)
On: Fighting the Securitization of Libraries
Millennium In Community

- Excellent Librarians and Library Techs who have made connections and provide key services for community members
- Computers and Ref services - community connections on 4th floor
- Warming
- Prison Library Committee
- Read by Queens
- Bookmobile
- Popular for wedding photos (Cliff Eyland’s art)
- Indigenized spaces
- IdeaMill
- Newcomer services
- Social worker
FUN
TWO YEARS LATER
- If you do something racist and exclusionary, you will be shamed professionally and by your community
- There are so many good alternatives for safety that are less racist
- Are you blocking things? Get out of the way.
- Increased security is not the pro-worker stance you think it is
- Look at how our campuses are being securitized, enter the conversation
- Use our academic freedom to support public library workers who don’t have it
- Harm reduction and understanding of people who use drugs
- Think more about how we as a campus can be a better community member, especially if we want community to show up for us